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FREEDOM (Part 4) 

INTERPRETATION OF FICTION N CASSANETTI-CELLA

2004
At the close of Patty's autobiography we are
greeted with a two-page spread that says 2004*
that ushers us back into the conventional third-
person Point of View like the one that began the
novel in "Good Neighbors". 

*This very in-your-face mention of the year is
important for a variety of reasons: #1--it's part of
the Setting (thus denoting a specific period in
American history) and #2--some basic math from
the first and last page of "Good Neighbors"
should reveal what looms on the horizon. Good
back and see for yourself! 

"Mountaintop Removal"
We begin the 2004 section with a chapter focused on Richard (though it is about SO much
more and is arguably the most informationally-dense chapters thus far). It is named for one of
MANY real world issues of post 9/11 America the chapter delves into--"Mountaintop
Removal". 

The chapter begins with a 300+ word single sentence paragraph* that recounts his music
career with Walnut Surprise after the release of the album, Nameless Lake, which brought him
mainstream success (a thing he actually disdained--see page 204).

*the authorial choice on Franzen's part to have Katz's rock star career spiral out in one
sentence seems to have significance--but i'll see if any of you want to talk about that :) 

We then follow Richard as he tries to make a living building rooftop decks in affluent
Manhattan neighborhoods. Franzen uses this opportunity to insert some New York City
geography and a short political history, telling the reader about how the neighborhoods he
grew up in had been gentrified by those in the finance industry and about how best years
creatively/musically  had come during what he considered the country's worst: "Reagan I,
Reagan II, and Bush I" (205). What does this information reveal about Richard Katz?
Where do you think his socio-political ideals fall? 

The day end with Katz agreeing to do an interview with his client's son, Zachary, a wannabe-
hipster musician who tells him the interview will help him impress a girl he likes from school.
Katz agrees but only because "it was important for Zachary to be squished" (211). Why do you
think Richard felt this way? 

During the interview, Katz goes on a long sarcastic rant about how all musicians are actually
sellouts who just want to make money, how he sides with the Republican party, and that it is
the job of musicians to encourage consumer consumption.

Apple Computers must be way more committed to a better world, because iPods are so
much cooler-looking than other MP3 players, which is why they're so much more
expensive and incompatible with other companies' software, because – well, it's a little
unclear why, in a better world, the very coolest products have to bring the very most
obscene profits to a tiny number of residents of the better world...the iPod is the true
face of Republican politics. (213-214)

It was clear that Zachary didn't pick up on Katz's sarcasm here. Why do we know what he is
saying is false? What do you think he is trying to do here? 

RICHARD & WALTER 2.0
The second half of this chapter gets into the rekindling of Walter and Richard's friendship.

At this point in the narrative we already know that Patty and Richard have had an affair, and as far as
we can tell Walter is none the wiser (we also know that Walter's eventually going to have a public
downfall as promised on page 1). 

Walter lures Richard into a meeting by telling him about his new venture to "save the planet" (220),
which turns out to be much more complicated. This is also another place where the chapter/writing
becomes very dense and information heavy: 

Walter explains he's working for a super-wealthy Big Oil man named Vin Haven. An old-school
Republican who is friends with the Bushes and the Cheneys (aka the antithesis of everything Walter
and Katz have always believed in.)
Vin Haven in a bird enthusiast and has decided to donate $100 mil to start the Cerulean Mountain
Trust to save an endangered bird species: the cerulean warbler (note: this is the bird on the front
of the book) 
The most important habitat for the cerulean warbler is in central Appalachia, particularly in
southern mountains of West Virginia. Since Vin Haven has rich friends in the coal mining industry 
(and West Virginia has a lot of coal-mining) he tells Walter his plan to get his coal-industry buddies
to invest in building a nature preserve in West Virginia. It's important to note that whether Vin
Haven is genuine in his love for the warbler or not, this intentions of this plan can be very
duplicitous...because part of the plan for the preserve includes the coal companies mining the
area first using Mountain Top Removal--something that would be prohibited if the Cerulean
Warbler was actually endangered (I think Shmoop actually does a good job explaining this if
you need more help getting through this part of the plot). 

                                        ***This chapter is a CRUCIAL turning point in the novel.***

Up until now, Freedom has most of the characteristics of a domestic novel, or a work of Domestic Realism
(sometimes known as "chick lit"), but really it's more a work of Social Realism--a state of the nation" novel
that puts MANY of the social, political, economic and environmental issues of contemporary America into a
story of an average upper-middle class white family to demonstrate how these issues play out in real time.

Historically, my students often find this chapter particularly hard to get through but often don't take the
time to ask themselves "why"? This chapter is full of historical references, background information, political
name-dropping, late 90's/early 2000's pop culture references,  and A LOT of Walter talking at great length.
In thinking about this being "Richard's chapter", why  do you think Franzen makes these choices for this
section? How does it help in the characterization of Richard Katz? Of Walter? How does is it illustrate the
complexities of Walter and Richard's relationship? 

What do you think would be different (if at all) if this background information was giving in a "Walter-
centered" chapter? Is the Tone surrounding the scene with Walter, Lalitha and Richard indicative of
anything telling/worth interpreting? 

"He'd asked for his
freedom, they'd
granted it, and he
couldn't go back now"
(257).

Unlike the previous section, Joey’s chapter--
"Womanland"--mixes personal and political in
ways that seem crude. We follow Joey through
his first semester at the University of Virginia,
which he finds has somehow been "ruined" by
9/11 that makes him immediately come off as
entitled and immature. This doesn't feel too far
off from the Joey we met it "Good Neighbors" but
definitely less likable (if you liked him before). 

"WOMANLAND" 

As critic Philip Weinstein observes, the tone of the chapter is deeply misogynistic and views
women and their sexual organs as ultimately “chartable territory". Throughout the chapter,
Franzen goes into uncomfortable levels of detail involving Joey's sexual prowess (or lack there
of)--masturbation, phone sex, attraction to his roommate's sister (i'll come back to that)--all of
which subtly and indirectly paint him as someone who lacks control. In a way, the hyper-sexual
and good looks of Joey's character seems to mirror those of a young Richard Katz, but
ultimately the opportunities and access afforded to him by his upbringing (and the pure
generational divide between Boomers and Millennials) makes very clear where there
differences lie. 

What do you think 9/11 represents for Joey and his narrative arc? Why do you think Franzen
chose to use this very important event in American history as a way to characterize Joey? Is
there a subtext about Generationalism in this chapter?

This chapter is also where we learn that Joey--either by chance or by his own willfulness--
seems to be the embodiment of his father's opposite. Where Walter seems to embody the
progressive Green Party sensibilities, Joey is emerging as a College Republican surrounding
himself with guys from prosperous families with conservative values. Do you see other
parallels between Joey and Richard? Joey and Walter? Joey and Patty? Patty and Connie? 

"FREEDOM is..."
One thing I hoped everyone noticed in this chapter was the moments in which the characters
talk about "freedom" or being "free". In earlier lessons I talked about tracking this word as a
way to look for clues of 'deeper meaning'/significance--it is the title of the book after all--but
this chapter actually goes so far as to give us definitions or concepts of freedom for different
perspectives: 

During a conversation at Thanksgiving Dinner, talking to Jonathan's father...
**important to note: Jonathan's dad is "the founder and luminary president of a think tank
devoted to advocating the unilateral exercise of American military supremacy to make the world
freer and safer, especially for America and Israel" (277), and who seems to further fan the
conservative flame and desire for prosperity in Joey*** 
...Joey defines freedom as "the right to think whatever you want" and "a pain in the ass
sometimes" (285).

What did you think about this scene in terms of characterizing this family and how the idea of
"radically expand the sphere of freedom" plays into the military industrial complex? 

By the end of the chapter, Joey seems to have gone "all in" with Connie – but, this being a
novel, at the exact moment when he appears to have done so he gets an email from Jenna
(ugh). "Womanland" ends with Joey smoking a joint "and another, and another, and another"
(307)...a repeating image that seems to mirror Joey's internal anxieties and obsessive
thinking--leaving him now lost in some downward spiral of doubt retracing his choices over
and over again. 

This week's discussion board will focus on the following chapters in Freedom:
"Chapter 3: Free Markets Foster Competition"
"Mountain Top Removal"
"Womanland" 

DO'S:
You are free to frame your post however you'd like as long as it talks about your
thoughts, potential interpretations and possible moments of significance IN
THOSE SECTIONS.
As we are only halfway through the book at this point, you are more than
welcome to include questions for your classmates about potential
ideas/interpretations you have or are struggling with.
Try your best to talk a little about ALL THREE chapters you read--it shows me that
you completed the assigned readings and are able to understand the concepts in
the lesson (and hopefully the novel as well)

DON'Ts:
Please do not spend your post summarizing the reading, I would rather hear you
talk about how much the Richard/Walter/Patty situation reminds you of Gossip
Girl than read a summary of something we have all (presumably) read.
Please do not spend an extended amount of time writing about the sections from
last time
Conversely, if you have read ahead...Please NO SPOILERS!
Please avoid asking questions about hypothetical scenarios that have little to no
bearing on actual analysis or deeper meaning as a way to take up space/add to
your word count.

DISCUSSION BOARD 7:
             FREEDOM (PARTS 3&4)

Your primary post, due on FRIDAY by
11:59pm, should be a minimum of 300

words with AT LEAST 2 responses to your
peers of at least 100 words each, due

SUNDAY by 11:59pm

http://www.allaboutbirds.org/guide/Cerulean_Warbler/lifehistory
https://appvoices.org/end-mountaintop-removal/mtr101/#:~:text=Mountaintop%20removal%20is%20any%20method,%2Dridge%20mining%2C%20box%2Dcut
https://www.shmoop.com/study-guides/literature/freedom-franzen/summary/book-3-chapter-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domestic_realism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_realism

